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<1225> Validation of Compendial Procedures 

“Validation of an analytical procedure is the process by 

which it is established, by laboratory studies, that the 

performance characteristics of the procedure meet the 

requirements for the intended analytical applications.”

<1220> Analytical  Procedure Life Cycle 
Presents an alternate framework for analytical procedures 

that holistically incorporates all of the events that take 

place over the procedure life cycle that are designed to 

demonstrate that a procedure is, and remains, fit for the 

intended purpose

Background



<1225> Validation of Pharmacopeial Procedures

Performance 
Characteristics  

Category I Category II Category III Category IV  

  Qty Limit    

 
Accuracy 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

 
* 

 
* 

 
No 

Precision Yes Yes No Yes No 

Specificity Yes Yes Yes * Yes 

LOD No No Yes * No 

LOQ No Yes No * No 

Linearity Yes Yes No * No 

Range Yes Yes * * No 

* May be required depending on the type of test. 

 



Innovation and Continuous Improvement in 

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing – FDA (2004)*

▪ Variability and/or uncertainty in a measurement system can pose 
significant challenges when OOS results are observed.

▪ Measurement system variability can be a significant part of total 
variability.

▪ Similar and repeating OOS observations for different products across 
the industry and a less than optimal understanding of variability

▪ Continuous improvement is difficult, if not impossible.

*Innovation and Continuous Improvement in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing, The PAT Group. Report, Sept. 2004.

Why apply QbD to Analytical Procedures?



• Lifecycle Management of Analytical 
Procedures: Method Development, 
Procedure Performance Qualification, and 
Procedure Performance Verification. [PF 
39 (5)]

• Fitness for Use: Decision Rules and Target 
Measurement Uncertainty  [PF 42(2)]

• Analytical target profile (ATP): Structure 
and application throughout the analytical 
lifecycle [PF 42(5)]

• Analytical control strategy [PF 42(5)] 

• <1220> Analytical Procedure Life Cycle  
[PF 46(5)]

Analytical Procedure Life Cycle



Analytical Target Profile (ATP)

 ATP is a prospective description of the desired performance for an 

analytical procedure that is used to measure a quality attribute.

 It is independent of measurement technology

 It should include:

– Definition of the analyte

– Description of the analytical matrix

– Range

– The precision and accuracy (bias) acceptable for the reportable 

value.



 The procedure must be able to accurately 

quantify [drug] in a range from [A units] to 

[B units] in the [description of test article] in 

the presence of [x, y, z] with an accuracy = 

100% ± [D%] and a precision ≤ [E%] for 

the reportable value.

 The procedure must be able to quantify 

[analyte] in a range from [A units] to [B 

units] in the [description of test article] in 

the presence of [x, y, z] so that the 

distribution of the total analytical error of 

the reportable value falls within the total 

allowable analytical error range of ± [C%].

.

Analytical Target Profile (ATP) - Examples



Bias and precision 

 Critical performance characteristics:

– Bias (accuracy): how close the measurement is, on 

average, to the actual value being measured

– Precision: how much the measurement will randomly vary 

under routine use

 Appropriate limits for bias and precision in ATP can 

be determined based on several factors, including:

– The criticality of the quality attribute being measured

– The risk of an unacceptable error

– The width of the specification acceptance range for the 

quality attribute measured by the procedure

– The potential clinical safety or efficacy impact (if known) 

that analytical error may have

True

Value

B
ia

s

Maximum Allowable Combined Bias and Precision

Precision: 

Width of the distribution of 

the reportable value



Specifications and decision rules

Ua

RV1

RV2

RV3

RV4

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

▪ In scenarios 1 and 4 the decision is clear.

▪ In scenarios 2 and 3, it is less clear that 

the quality attribute is actually above or 

below the acceptance criteria

▪ There is a significant probability that the 

true value of the quality attribute is 

actually within (Scenario 2) or outside 

(Scenario 3) the acceptance range.



Specifications and Decision Rules

▸ In the situation where the safe and efficacious range 

is accurately known, guard bands can be applied to 

that range, based on the distribution of the total 

analytical error, to determine the acceptance range

▸ In situations where additional risk reduction is 

desired, a multistage testing approach could be used 

with an indecision zone (Figure 6) for the initial stage 

of testing. When the reportable value is within the 

indecision zone, a predetermined supplementary 

sampling and testing plan and decision rule are used 

to determine conformance.



Stage 1:  Procedures Design

▸ Understanding gained through knowledge gathering, experiments, 

and risk assessment.

▸ Stage 1 outcome includes:

1. The methods parameters that allow compliance with the ATP criteria: minimize bias 

and provide adequate precision.

2. An understanding of the effect of procedure parameters on procedure performance

3. Optimization of the performance characteristics of the analytical procedure, including 

accuracy, precision, definition of the calibration model, selectivity, sensitivity, etc.

4. A preliminary replication strategy for samples and standards

5. A preliminary Analytical Control Strategy (ACS): System suitability and other tests to 

ensure adequate performance



 QRM for an analytical procedure is a 

systematic process for the assessment, 

control, communication, and review of risk to 

the quality of the reportable value across the 

life cycle of the analytical procedure.

 Once potential variables have been identified, 

the risk associated with each variable can be 

estimated and ranked based on the ability to 

meet the ATP and other desired performance 

attributes.  This assessment is driven by prior 

knowledge and scientific expertise, but some 

factors with unknown influence may need to be 

considered higher risk until further knowledge 

available. 

Stage 1 - Quality Risk Management (QRM) and the analytical procedure

Figure 7. Ishikawa diagram, used to identify potential variables



Analytical 

Unit  Operation

Analytical 

Factor or Variable

Identified Potential Risk

RISK HEAT MAP

Analytical Control Strategy
Accuracy Precision

SAMPLE & 

REAGENT

PREPARATION

Humidity of the laboratory

Moisture absorption by the sample can lead 

to incorrect weighing or degradation Monitor environmental controls

Analyst skill

Incorrect sample preparation; weighing & 

volumetric dilutions Training programme and records

Sonication time

Lack of dissolution of the sample or 

degradation

Establish limit or conditions during 

developmentComposition of the solvent 

mixture used in sample 

preparation

Lack of complete dissolution of the sample

INSTRUMENT

&

SYSTEM SET UP

% composition of the solvent in 

the mobile phase

Column performance, peak shape & 

retention times, SSTs etc

Gravimetric preparation

Column temperature

Establish operation within limits during 

instrument/system  qualification

Batch of column packing material Establish variability during Stage 1 and 

design SSTs

Quality of the solvent

Baseline drift and noise are wavelength 

dependent and may affect the peak shape Specify required grade and 

transmittance characteristics

Heat map capturing a qualitative risk assessment related to sample preparation and HPLC setup steps from an 

analytical procedure. Impact levels are strong (red), medium (amber), and minor (green).

Stage 1 - Quality Risk Management (QRM) and the analytical procedure



Stage 2: Qualification

▸ Involves confirming (or qualifying) that the procedure meets the requirements of 

the ATP in the facility where the procedure will be routinely operated. This 

qualification activity takes place once the initial ACS has been defined.  

▸ Data generated during stage 1 can be used if available and appropriate.

▸ At the end of stage 2 the replication strategy is confirmed, and it is 

confirmed that the performance of the procedure meets the ATP and other 

criteria.



Stage 3: Continued Performance Verification

▸ It involves monitoring the analytical procedure during use and 
confirming that the ATP criteria are still being met.

▸ Provides an early indication of potential performance problems 
or adverse trends and helps identify changes required for the 
analytical procedure.

▸ Confirmation of procedure performance after changes (change 
management). It guarantees that the modified procedure will 
produce reportable values that meet the criteria defined in the 
ATP.



It involves monitoring the analytical procedure during use and confirming that 

the ATP criteria are still being met.

– Routine Monitoring Effective monitoring of an analytical procedure provides ongoing confidence that the reportable values 

generated are fit for purpose.

– Analytical Control Attributes example SST attributes such as system precision, signal-to-noise ratio, or peak symmetry

– Control Charts recommended practice for monitoring of 

method performance attributes and control sample results

– Changes to an Analytical Procedure changes 

should be risk assessed for their impact to determine the 

appropriate activities required. In addition, appropriate 

change management approaches and documentation should 

be used when making changes to a procedure.

Stage 3: Continued Performance Verification



ICH activities
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The scope of the review will include validation 

principles covering the use of spectroscopic or 

spectrometry methods, some of which often 

require multivariate regression analysis. The 

current approach to Q2 (R1) is not sufficient to 

establish the suitability of multivariate methods. 

Methods based on multivariate models often do 

not use reference standards during analysis. 

This makes the robust development, validation 

and proper maintenance of such methods of 

utmost importance for reliable prediction 

throughout the entire method life cycle.

• Selection of analytical procedure validation 

experiments and criteria

• Considerations for multivariate procedures

• Specificity/selectivity

• Validation of the reportable range

• Linear calibration method

• Non-linear concentration-response curves

• Multivariate calibration method

• Validation of lower range limits

• Accuracy and precision

ICH Q2 - Concept paper
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The new standard aims to harmonize the 

scientific approach to the development of 

analytical procedures. Analytical validation 

results are often reported without performance 

evaluation. The new standard will provide the 

opportunity to present the result of the 

development of analytical procedures in the 

traditional approach or in an improved approach

• Minimal vs Enhanced Approaches  

• Analytical Target Profile

• Knowledge Management

• Risk Management

• Robustness

• Analytical Procedure Control Strategy

• Evaluation of change management

• Multivariate analytical procedures

• Real-Time Release Testing

ICH Q14 - Concept paper



Thank you!


